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Much of this need not be used in general Web search, because the search engine doesn't need to understand the documents it is accessing. But what if the document collections you want to search are domain-specific or limited in size? This type of data source is everywhere, from corporate intranets to local Web sites. Wouldn't it be useful to have a simple dialogue system that knows what data is available and can assist users in the search process? Furthermore, shouldn't such a system be portable enough to be run on a completely different collection without much hassle?
Here, I present such a search system, based on a generic framework that incorporates a simple domain-independent dialogue manager and an automatically created domain model. I constructed the model by exploiting the markup structure in documents and offer two different domains for which users can construct similar models rapidly, applicable without customization.
Searching Web documents
Let us start with some motivating investigations concerning users' behavior when searching the Web. A comprehensive study of Web queries evaluated nearly a billion queries submitted to AltaVista in a 43-day period. 1 The study concluded that queries are normally very short-an average user query is only 2.3 words. It also found that the 25 most common queries account for 1.5 percent of all queries, even though they are only a small fraction of all unique queries. In addition, "for 85 percent of the queries, only the first result screen is viewed, and 77 percent of the sessions only contain one query-that is, the queries were not modified in these sessions." 1 We can learn at least two lessons from this work. First of all, because user queries are generally very short, the search engine will generally return numerous documents. Second, the majority of users do not perform any query modifications. A system that applies a domain model to propose possible query refinements must perform extremely well for the user to accept it. Furthermore, researchers have conducted numerous studies to determine whether the search process could benefit from offering potentially relevant terms to the user in an interactive query expansion process. In one study, potential expansion terms are automatically derived from the documents that the original query retrieves. 2 Their underlying assumption reads as follows:
It seems reasonable to assume that a searcher, given a list of the query expansion terms, will be able to distinguish the good terms from the bad terms. 2 The study found that when an experienced user performs interactive query expansion, it could significantly improve the search process. However, results also showed that inexperienced users did not make good term selections; therefore, interactive query expansion led to no improvement in the search process. The study concluded, "Without good strategies and careful reasoning it is unlikely that a searcher will be able to use techniques such as interactive query expansion effectively." 2 An interesting evaluation of different types of Web search has shown that some guidance to help users reformulate queries significantly improves the retrieved documents' relevance over a standard Web search. 3 Part of the study compared Web search using Google and a search via the Hyperindex Browser, an interactive tool that passes the user query to a search engine and displays a list of linguistic phrases found in the top matching documents that the search engine returns. The user can select those phrases to constrain the query.
Search system overview
To help the user with the search process, a domain model could encode relations between words or phrases that have been uncovered by analyzing the document collection. Figure 1 shows how we might structure such a model. A simple tree of related terms can assist a user in the search process, perform some automatic query refinements, or let the user browse the collection. The types of relation in the sample tree are not formally specified. This significantly differs from formal ontologies or linguistic knowledge sources such as WordNet. 4 However, typically a domain model is unavailable. Such a model can be constructed by hand-coding it, using existing domainindependent knowledge sources, or by processing the available data into a conceptual model, such as the one in Figure 1 . The model can be constructed either offline by analyzing the entire document collection (as I will do) or online by investigating the documents retrieved for some initial query. The search system can then apply the model to help the user navigate through the answer set. There are at least two good reasons for this. First, the user gets a feel for what data is actually available. Rather than guessing new query terms, the system presents the query in context and proposes possible query refinement or relaxation terms. A second reason is to support a user who wants to browse rather than search a document collection, because "current search mechanisms are not much use if you are not looking for a specific piece of information, but are generally exploring the collection." 5 I use the actual document collection as the most valuable knowledge source and turn it into an automatically constructed domain model. After building the model, I can easily incorporate it into my generic framework, which is an online search system with access to a standard search engine and the domain model. This search system is a specialized dialogue system that offers and makes choices about search through the set of documents based on the domain model. This dialogue system is unlike single-shot systems, such as standard search or question-answering systems, in that it interacts with the user by offering options to refine or relax the query. With a new document collection coming along, a user just has to press a button to create the appropriate domain model. The rest of the framework can be left unchanged.
For example, imagine a user searches the Essex University Web site for union (a frequent query according to the sample domain's log files). The user doesn't know it, but this is a highly ambiguous query. Web pages exist in that domain about the trade union, students' union, and the European union. Also, numerous pages are devoted to discriminated unions. These could be the pages the user expects as an answer if he or she is a student writing a programming assignment in C++. A simple domain model can guide the user quickly to the matches in which he or she is interested. With a different domain, such as the BBC News Web site (http://news.bbc.co.uk), the same query will retrieve very different results. As it happens, rugby union seems to be the type of union that is best represented here.
How do we acquire the domain model? A tremendous amount of implicit knowledge is stored in the markup of documents, but researchers haven't done much to use this particular knowledge. I constructed a domain model automatically by exploiting the markup of documents. In this context, three main issues exist: extracting the concepts, constructing the domain model, and applying the model as part of the search system (see Figure 2 ).
Extracting the concepts
I aim to use potential search process assistance by incorporating some suitable domain knowledge into the search system. But at the same time, I want this knowledge to be constructed automatically without any assumptions about the type of domain or semantic content. I do this by first extracting a small number of presumably significant words and phrases from a document I can locate easily (I call these terms concepts) and then organizing these concepts as a set of simple hierarchies that will form the domain model. I start with some simple assumptions about partially structured documents (of which Web documents are just one particular example) to locate conceptual information-namely,
• I can typically break documents into different markup contexts (be it that the documents are marked up explicitly or they contain some implicit structure).
• I can use this structure to extract significant terms.
• I do not want to rely on a single type of information that might be used infrequently and could be used for spamming (for example, metatags in HTML).
• I do not want to assume anything about the semantic interpretation of a particular type of information.
• I only consider keywords and phrases as suitable index terms if they are either nouns or phrases that match sequences of part-of-speech tags typically used for detecting collocations.
• I find conceptual information in documents by selecting those index terms that are found in more than one markup context of a document.
In documents marked up in HTML I can identify many frequently used markup contexts such as document titles, bold text, certain text found in metatags, underlined text, and so on. If the documents are articles in a news paper archive, I might distinguish markup contexts such as article headings, captions, summaries, and so on. In other words, An index term c is a concept term (or simply concept) of type n for document d, if c occurs in at least n different markup contexts.
This abstraction separates important terms from less important ones in an efficient and domain-independent way.
Constructing a domain model
A main motivation for automatically acquiring a domain model is the inadequacy of a domain-independent knowledge source (such as WordNet) in search applications for limited domains. This is true for at least two reasons. First, many relations that might be inherent in the domain's documents will not be present in the knowledge source-that is, they will be present in world knowledge rather than linguistic information (see the union example used earlier). Some of the senses WordNet distinguishes for the word "union" are not relevant in our domain. To stick to the union example, WordNet might find "the United States during the Civil War" irrelevant to "union." In addition to these problems, the domain might change over time, which makes it desirable to construct a model on demand, exploiting the actual data.
Furthermore, a domain model based on linguistic concepts might not be best suited for tasks such as interactive search. A simple user study that investigated the usefulness of automatically created concept hierarchies in an interactive query expansion task found that more than half of the expansion terms users selected were terms conceptually related to the initial query. For example, "tooth" and "dentist" are considered conceptually related, but WordNet doesn't define this type of relation. Users taking part in the study chose synonyms much less frequently. 6 Having said that, the structure of a knowledge source such as WordNet looks promising for the type of application I have in mindsearching a document collection. The reasons include the clear and simple organization, its applicability, and the advantage that the model does not have to be rebuilt every time the document collection needs to be re-indexed. The model is independent of the actual documents.
The world model I construct is a set of simple concept hierarchies. The interpretation of these hierarchies differs from other models. For example, in WordNet the links between two sets of terms are clearly defined semantic relations (for example, hypernymy, antonymy, and so on). My aim is not to capture the actual semantic relations that exist between concepts but to establish that there is some relation, one that I can use to guide a user through the search process.
Constructing the world model is straightforward and is performed automatically in an offline process. The process is based on a simple relation: Each hierarchy in the model consists of nodes that a concept represents (see Figure 1 ). I found that the concepts identified in the indexing process are likely to be among those terms that users submit as real queries when they search the document collection (discussed further in the "Log analysis" section). Based on this finding, the model-construction process is a sequence of user request simulations that does not use live user queries but rather the concepts identified in the documents. Each concept is a potential query for which I build an appropriate concept hierarchy. I start with a single concept as a possible user query (for example, union in Figure 1 ).
Using the relations detected in the source data, I can then explore all possible ways of constraining this query by adding a single concept to the query in a query modification step. The interesting terms that could be added to the query in such a step are all the concepts related to the original query (concept) term. A new node is automatically created if there are documents in the collection matching the refined query. In the example, I create a daughter node european_union because it and union are related concepts, and the query that is a conjunction of both these terms returns a nonempty document set.
The model construction is an iterative process that I can apply to the new queries until eventually I end up in leaf nodes-that is, nodes that typically represent very specific queries for which only small sets of documents can be found. In each of those iterative steps, I would expand the current query by a single concept related to all query terms collected so far ( Figure 1 shows that there are documents in the collection that match the query union AND students_union AND bars, but adding any other related concept will return no matches).
By limiting the number of branches originating in a node, I get a usable model in which each of the daughter nodes can be interpreted as query refinements of the query represented by the mother node. Weights are associated with each arc, indicating the number of matches that a node represents (not displayed in the example).
What is important for practical applications is that we can distinguish concepts of different types. In the sample domains, I use type 2 and type 3 concepts (that is, terms found in at least two or three markup contexts), respectively. Concepts of a higher type are considered more reliable (or more important), but at the same time they are much more sparse than lower-type concepts. So, when I build the concept hierarchies, I can apply a simple back-off strategy where I first try to consult the most important related concepts and, if that does not help, back off to lower-order concepts. This idea is adopted from a statistical language-modeling approach involving n-grams. 7 For example, a language model based on trigrams can be much more accurate and reliable than a model using bigrams; however, data sparseness is one of the fundamental problems in statistical NLP.
The dialogue manager applies the resulting hierarchies in a simple dialogue system to assist a user in ad hoc search tasks. Alternatively, entire concept hierarchies could be presented to a user who wants to browse rather than search the collection.
Applying the model
The dialogue manager forms the central part of the search system in that it controls access to the domain model and search engine. The dialogue manager itself is domain-independent.
We understand dialogue roughly as a movement in the space of document descriptions. That means there are no strictly defined dialogue states as they are commonly used in dialogue systems. The dialogue states are calculated automatically and are represented as a tuple containing different types of information (as I shall discuss later).
The dialogues I describe are system initiated. Although the user has some freedom to navigate through the dialogue, it is basically an information-seeking task that must be performed, and the system is merely an assistant to help the user get to the right set of answers. As such, the focus is a system that presents results alongside possible choices the user might want to consider if continuing the search task.
How The dialogue manager selects a list of choices from a set of possible modifications to the goal description, considering their effect on the result set. This might sound very general. The reason is that I can describe a variety of dialogue strategies depending on how the system selects those possible modifications.
Relaxation and refinement steps are the essential building blocks that define the choices a user can select to continue the dialogue. Ideally, the dialogue system would explore all relaxation and refinement possibilities and select the best ones. However, the complexity involved would significantly slow down the response time, making the work irrelevant for practical applications. Moreover, my experience shows that users are generally unhappy if the system performs complex actions automatically-for example, automatic query expansion using hypernyms and synonyms. Therefore, each choice represents a single refinement or relaxation step. Refinement and relaxation choices are derived from the domain model. Customizing the dialogue manager lets us incorporate other knowledge sources.
The interaction between user and search system helps navigate the user from an initial search request to a satisfactory set of answers. In other words, the goal description is constantly being updated in a sequence of simple dialogue steps until it matches a set of documents with which the user is happy. We can view a dialogue step as a number of smaller steps to be performed in the following order:
• Evaluate user input.
• Calculate the new dialogue state.
• Perform all actions corresponding to the state transition (for example, display results and choices).
A goal description is a set of attribute-value pairs, where each attribute is a document property or system property and its value is an element from that property's domain. A goal description is similar to a formalized user query. At each stage of a dialogue, we look at the goal description and see the current user request. In the simplest case, we have only a list of keywords. In a more advanced search system, we have many properties that we can tune and change during the dialogue.
Putting it all together: The UKSearch system
UKSearch is an implemented prototype of my dialogue-based search engine that assists users searching a Web collection. Several observations inspired its architecture, including that sophisticated search engines such as Google have proven to work well on huge amounts of data. But even for smaller domains, this technology nicely handles a large proportion of the user queries.
In the Essex domain, a user who wants information about computer science will most likely be happy with the Department of Computer Science's homepage, even though there are hundreds of pages matching the query. Or, to use the union example again, the most relevant matches (information about the students' union in our domain) will probably be ranked highest in a list of matches if a good search engine is used. In both examples, the user will not be interested in entering a dialogue to constrain the query. Simply displaying the search engine's results is best.
The main observations that influenced UKSearch's design are that
• Sophisticated search engines without any dialogue component are sufficient for a large number of queries.
• Queries submitted to a Web search engine are usually very short (fewer than two words on average in the Essex sample domain).
• The majority of queries result in a large set of matching documents, even in small domains.
The last two observations strongly support using a dialogue component. The first point suggests using a standard search engine, but consequently, my approach does not aim to abandon established search technology but
to deal with the queries that cannot be handled in the straightforward fashion just outlined. Figure 3 sketches the solution. I combine two systems by passing the user query to the standard search engine (which does not have to be installed locally) and to the UKSearch system in parallel, and merging both results. As soon as the standard search is finished, the top-ranked results can be displayed. UKSearch runs the query against the domain model, and the dialogue manager constructs potential choices, which are then presented alongside the matches the search engine returns. In the union example, this means that a single search engine call could satisfy most user requests. But if the expected documents are not among the most highly ranked ones, the user can select a potential choice (for example, pick a query refinement term) to constrain the query (for example, select european_union). Such a system has many advantages over alternative ways of presenting choices for query modification. First, the search engine technology of your choice determines the initial response time. Second, the conceptual structure derived from the documents will only be needed if the standard search results are unsatisfactory. Third, this approach differs significantly from search engines that either use hand-crafted knowledge sources or rely on clustering methods on the fly.
UKSearch's main component is an instance of the dialogue manager. It is domain-independent but is equipped with a set of interfaces to access • A domain model, as defined earlier • A standard search engine • Additional knowledge sources such as WordNet
On top of the dialogue manager sits a graphical user interface for the interaction between user and system via a Web browser.
So far, I have used two sample domains, the Essex University Web site and the BBC News Web site. The customization for the two sample domains is nearly identical apart from the automatically generated stopword lists. Figure 4 shows the most highly ranked potential choices (all of them refinement options) presented to a user following the query "union" in the Essex domain. Compare these with the options returned in the other sample domain displayed in Figure 5 .
We will now look in a bit more detail at how UKSearch can be seen as an instance of our generic search framework.
Indexing and model construction
I define five markup contexts suitable for collections of Web documents and that have simply been chosen because these contexts are frequently used and easily identifiable: Corresponding HTML tags identify each of these contexts. Thus, I ignore free text completely, significantly reducing the index tables' size.
To express the results, we can look at the distribution of concepts compared to ordinary index terms. Table 1 presents the picture for the Essex domain, Table 2 for the BBC domain.
I use the outlined back-off strategy to build a single domain model for each domain consisting of a set of hierarchies. maximum depth of two branches from root to leaf node). Just to clarify the figures in Table 3 , I have a table of 13.9 * 50,000 actual concept index entries (any type-3 concept is also a type-2 concept by definition). By removing duplicates, I end up with 34,391 unique concepts, each of which serves as the root for one concept hierarchy. As you can see, I construct trivial hierarchies for more than half the concepts-that is, trees that consist of root nodes only. However, this is because the methods used in the construction process ignore all terms that are not concepts. Thus, I make the construction process manageable even for large amounts of data. In domains that use less markup, I can apply less strict methods-for example, I could introduce an additional markup context (ordinary text that has not been selected for any of the mentioned contexts).
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Setting up the dialogue manager
Owing to the choice of domain model and system setup, I only have a single document property called keyword that takes a set of keywords as its value.
Because I do not let the user set any system parameters, I do not consider any system properties. However, this framework has interfaces to knowledge sources such as WordNet, which can be incorporated. In that case, I would have a system property that keeps track of how to apply the model. This leads to an extremely simple goal description, consisting of a single attributevalue pair that expresses that a document matches a set of terms. The value of the keyword attribute is updated accordingly in query modification steps by adding, deleting, or replacing terms.
The dialogue function, which maps a dialogue state and the user input to a new dialogue state, is very simple. First, if the user types an input, the function updates the goal description accordingly by adding the new input terms. To calculate the new dialogue state, select potential choices for the new goal description (see below) and apply the necessary interactions with the domain model and the search engine. However, if the input parser interprets the input as a "correction," the goal description is updated by substituting the new input term(s) for the query term 
Results
Average number of keywords per page (in any of the five contexts) 71
Average number of type-3 concepts per page 1.6
Average number of type-2 concepts per page 6.8
Pages with type-3 concepts 46.1% Pages with type-2 concepts 88.6% Table 2 . Results for the BBC domain.
Results
Average number of keywords per page (in any of the five contexts) 163
Average number of type-3 concepts per page 4.9
Average number of type-2 concepts per page 13.9
Pages with type-3 concepts 94.7%
Pages with type-2 concepts 99.5% Table 3 . Sample figures for the model in the BBC domain.
Results
Number of hierarchies (concepts) 34,391
Average number of branches leaving root (nontrivial models) 4.6
Average number of leaf nodes (nontrivial models) 10.2
Hierarchies with root node only 55% description. The rest of the new dialogue state is calculated as just described. The user simply ticks a box, but the system interprets this as if the user has performed some explicit query modification. Whenever potential choices need to be constructed (that is, whenever the dialogue function is called), we perform these steps:
• Calculate query refinements.
• Calculate query relaxations.
• Rank all query modifications.
• Select the highest-ranked query modifications and construct potential choices.
Because I have uncoupled the domain model from the actual document database, the dialogue manager does not keep track of what the search engine returns. In other words, in any case, I calculate relaxation as well as refinement options.
I apply the domain model to explore a restricted space of query modifications. This is because the domain model is custom built for exactly this process-that is, for finding refinement or relaxation terms for a given query. There is no need to go deep into a hierarchy, nor am I interested in sets of nodes that are not immediate neighbors in such a hierarchy. I merely have to start in every hierarchy's root note and check whether I find a path that links all the query terms. Every node that comes beyond that path contains potential query refinement terms-that is, terms that can be useful in constraining the query. For example, in Figure 1 , I consider students_union, european_union, and trade as potential query refinement terms for the query consisting of the single word union, whereas social_studies would be considered if the query contained the terms union and trade. On the other hand, I treat all those root nodes as potential query relaxation terms, which have direct links to all the query terms.
I construct query modifications as follows:
• Query refinements are constructed by the addition of a single concept to the current query, assuming the newly added concept is a potential query refinement term.
• Query relaxations are constructed by substituting a single concept for the current query so that the new concept is a potential query relaxation term.
The dialogue manager ranks all potential query modifications and presents them to the user. The ranking function uses the weights found in the concept hierarchies. The aim is to select those options that retrieve the highest number of matches. These numbers are based on the data set that was used to build the model.
The ranking function ignores all query relaxations if potential query refinements exist. This is based on the observation that "too general" queries are much more likely than "too specific" queries. An earlier version of the dialogue system has been evaluated as part of a natural language search system for classified directories. 8 
Log analysis
As I mentioned earlier, the concepts are likely to be among those terms that users submit as real queries when they search the document collection. In fact, the log files of the queries submitted to the existing search engine in our University of Essex sample domain reveal that 74 percent of the top 100 most frequently submitted queries are concepts as defined earlier, either single terms or compounds. The top 100 most frequently submitted queries make up about a quarter of the entire query corpus, although they constitute less than 1 percent of all unique queries. For an average query, I get a 41 percent chance that the query matches a concept. These figures are based on exact matches only. If I apply base form reduction, stemming, or partial matching of queries against concepts, the overlap is higher (for example, of all the unique single terms that are found in the top 100 queries, about 89 percent are actually concepts, and for the average query we get a 72 percent overlap). Interestingly, if I use metatags only, these numbers are significantly lower: 80 percent (as opposed to 89 percent) and 58 percent (as opposed to 72 percent). This is another argument for not relying only on metatags when constructing a usable domain model.
Let us look at this corpus of user queries from a different angle. Following a number of normalization steps, I selected two sets of queries from all 26,365 user queries that were submitted to the existing search engine between 1 January and 31 March 2001. Set 1 contains the top 100 most frequently submitted queries in the three-month period. This accounts for 6,404 of all queries submitted in that period, which is about a quarter of the entire query corpus. Set 2 contains all queries submitted on an arbitrarily chosen day of the period with a total of 206 unique queries. Table 4 gives a breakdown of some interesting measures derived from the user queries.
I found that the average length of a query submitted to the Essex University search engine is significantly shorter than that reported by Craig Silverstein and his colleagues, who calculated an average query length of 2.35 words per query. 1 Their results were based on queries submitted to AltaVista. The average query length over my entire query corpus is 1.72 terms per query (maximum length of 15 words).
It's interesting that the queries tend to be short in the sample domain. After all, my domain model, which is used to propose query refinement or relaxation options, is most appropriate for queries that can be reduced to single words or phrases.
Another notable aspect is the average number of documents returned for a query. This number is larger than expected, and data sparsity does not really seem to be a problem, despite the relatively small number of documents in the collections. Table 5 presents a breakdown of the percentage of queries in each of the test sets that resulted in matching documents.
More than a third of all frequent queries resulted in over 500 matches, and for a mere 16 percent of frequent queries, the search engine returns up to 50 matches only. For the queries in the second set, the figures are significantly different. But more than 50 percent of all the queries still retrieved more than 100 documents. Given that a screen normally displays 10 matches only and that a user hardly ever goes to the next screen at all, 1 these figures are a clear argument for more advanced search engines that go beyond displaying a large number of matches.
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User study
I conducted a user study to determine whether the relations between term pairs extracted in the domain model construction process are indeed sensible relations. For this study, I adopted an approach that Mark Sanderson and Bruce Croft used, which investigated whether users would consider pairs of words interesting that have been automatically extracted in a process that constructs term hierarchies. 9 I aimed to determine whether such a relation could be relevant in an ad hoc search system. I asked users if they found the term pairs relevant or not relevant, or if they didn't know. I told them that, assuming they have submitted the first term as a query, "relevant" meant they would find the corresponding second term to be a sensible query refinement in the specified domain.
For each of the two domains (Essex and BBC News), I asked users to judge 50 term pairs. Twenty-five pairs were in the automatically constructed domain model, and the other 25 were selected using a baseline approach. Subjects did not know which technique I used for which term pair, and I presented the term pairs in a random order.
The selection process for a pair of terms involved using the Essex log files and selecting the most frequently submitted queries. For each of these queries, I constructed a term pair by first consulting the automatically created domain model to find the hierarchies whose root nodes contained the query (I treated queries consisting of more than one query term as compounds; I ignored trivial hierarchies). I then selected the arc with the highest weight to find a corresponding term (for example, students_union for union in Figure 1 ).
For each of the terms (queries), I also constructed a random pair. For this baseline approach, I used Google's API (www.google. com/apis) to submit a query specifying the domain, selected the first page of matches Google returned, downloaded these documents, and selected the most frequent term found (applying the same indexing steps and the same patterns as I did for building the domain model as well as using the same stopword list). I deliberately used a good baseline, ignoring all terms that were not nouns or noun phrases or that were found in the list of stopwords.
For the BBC News domain, I did not have log files. Nevertheless, earlier I showed a strong overlap between concepts and frequently submitted queries in the Essex domain. Therefore, I decided to select the most frequent type-3 concepts found in the BBC News domain. For the construction of related pairs and random pairs I followed exactly the approach used in the Essex domain.
In total, I recruited 31 subjects for this experiment, 19 of them staff members in the Department of Computer Science and 12 of them students from various departments. The results confirm the claims made earlier. For the BBC News domain, users considered 64 percent of the potential query refinements using the concept-based relevant approach (baseline: 48 percent). For the Essex domain, users considered 59 percent of the potential query refinements using the concept-based relevant approach (baseline: 50 percent).
There is some interesting resemblance to the figures Sanderson and Croft reported. 9 Sixty-seven percent judged the term pairs in the concept hierarchies to be "interesting." The baseline approach gave 51 percent. However, the two approaches are fundamentally different-one constructs a model in an offline process, and the other retrieves documents for a specific query and then constructs term hierarchies online.
When I judged the term pairs, the paired t tests showed significant differences between the two techniques. For the BBC News data, I found a significance with p < 0.0005, and for the Essex data p < 0.003.
Significance can also be shown when analyzing the results obtained for either students or staff members only.
T
he user experiments have shown thatat least for the two sample domains-I get very sensible refinement options for typical user queries. I will now evaluate this in larger scale trials that will ultimately give me a measure of the outlined techniques' usefulness for a range of different document collections. I will also investigate to what extent the approach can be complemented by techniques such as those discussed in the "Related Work" sidebar. One promising idea is to combine this idea of offline model construction with structures extracted online from a set of retrieved documents. An Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council grant has been awarded for a 15-month research project entitled Investigating the Usefulness of Markup-Based Knowledge Extraction (EPSRC grant number GR/R92813/01) to perform a comprehensive evaluation. The project started in June 2003 and focuses on task-based and user satisfaction evaluations.
I will adopt the measures developed for spoken-dialogue systems (for example, the PARADISE framework) as well as for the Interactive Retrieval Track of the TREC conference series. This track aims at investigating the search as an interactive task between user and system by examining the process as well as the outcome. Related work concerning extracting and applying conceptual information comes from the rather broad area of knowledge extraction, clustering, classification, and so on. Researchers are using structural information in several ways.
Constructing concept hierarchies
Research in this field has so far focused mainly on word cooccurrences or linguistic information. 1,2
Conceptual indexing
Keyphind 3 and Extractor 4 are examples of conceptually indexing a document collection using machine learning techniques.
Clustering and classification
Clustering approaches for Web pages that use words as well as incoming and outgoing links are popular in Web search applications. Much of that work is based on Kleinberg's HITS algorithm. 5 There is a growing tendency of clustering techniques being used in standard search engines to present the user with some query refinement options alongside the matching documents. Examples are Teoma (www.teoma.com) and AltaVista (www.altavista.com).
However, an inherent problem of such techniques is to name the clusters-that is, select the right text snippets to convey the cluster's meaning or select useful phrases that can serve as query refinement terms. A recent search for "Kruschwitz" on the Teoma search engine returned a single refinement suggestion: Freie Universit, a strange piece of text that must have been derived from the German phrase Freie Universität. Internal structure is being incorporated more often in standard Web search engines. A prominent example is Google, whose development was inspired by the idea of improving search quality as opposed to efficiency. 6 It uses both link structure and anchor text. Although document classification is closely related to clustering, it differs in that predefined, manually constructed categories exist, and after a training phase, new documents can be classified on the fly.
Ontologies
Ontologies and customized versions of existing language resources such as WordNet are being successfully employed to search product catalogues and other document collections held in relational databases. 7 Ontologies are an active research area (for example, a recent issue of IEEE Intelligent Systems was dedicated to ontologies). However, the significant difference to the work reported here is that we apply a purely data-driven approach to build a representation of a document collection that only reflects what can be derived automatically from the actual data. The result is not an ontology but a set of simple hierarchies in which the type of links are not formally specified. Apart from that, the cost to create real ontologies can be enormous, and it is difficult to apply these solutions to other domains in which the document structure or content is not known in advance.
Dialogue systems
There has been some work on applying some sort of interaction between system and user in search tasks using automatically extracted domain knowledge as outlined earlier. 1, 2 This differs from standard information-seeking dialogue systems that usually access structured data.
